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Abstract
Using the speci1c structure of the minimal separators of AT-free graphs, we give a polynomial
time algorithm that computes a triangulation whose width is no more than twice the treewidth
of the input graph.
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1. Introduction
The treewidth of graphs, introduced by Robertson and Seymour [14], has been in-
tensively studied in the last years, mainly because many NP-hard problems become
solvable in polynomial and even in linear time when restricted to graphs with small
treewidth. These algorithms use a tree-decomposition of small width of the graph. A
tree-decomposition or a triangulation of a graph is a chordal supergraph, i.e. all the
cycles of the supergraph of length strictly more than three have a chord. Computing the
treewidth of a graph corresponds to 1nding a triangulation with the smallest cliquesize.
In particular, we can restrict ourselves to triangulations minimal by inclusion, that we
call minimal triangulations.
Computing the treewidth of arbitrary graphs is NP-hard [1]. Nevertheless, the tree-
width can be computed in polynomial time for several well-known classes of graphs, for
example the chordal bipartite graphs, the circle and circular-arc graphs, and permutation
graphs. All these algorithms use the minimal separators of the graph and the fact that
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these classes of graphs have “few” minimal separators, in the sense that the number
of the separators is polynomially bounded in the size of the graph.
Characterizations of the minimal triangulations of a graph by the minimal separators
have already been given in [3,13]. Their approach is a global vision of all the mini-
mal separators of a graph that does not yield an algorithmic construction of minimal
triangulations with small cliquesize. We gave a local characterization of minimal tri-
angulations [4] that we used to compute the treewidth for particular classes of graphs,
including those previously mentioned.
By studying the potential maximal cliques of a graph, which are the maximal cliques
appearing in at least one minimal triangulation of the graph, we proved in [5,6] that
the minimal separators are suEcient to compute the treewidth of a graph.
It has been proved by Bodlaender et al. [2] that, for arbitrary graphs, the treewidth
can be approximated within a O(log n) multiplicative factor. In addition, they showed
that the treewidth is not approximable within an additive constant unless P=NP. The
existence of a polynomial time approximation algorithm which gives a constant factor
approximation is a question that still remains open.
In this paper, we consider this problem for the class of AT-free graphs. Computing
the treewidth is still NP-hard for these graphs [1]. Using the particular structure of their
minimal separators, we give a 2-approximation algorithm for the treewidth of AT-free
graphs.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper we consider connected, simple, 1nite, undirected graphs. Let G=(V; E)
be a graph. We denote by n the number of vertices of G. For a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V
of G, we denote by NG(V ′) the neighborhood of V ′ in G \ V ′.
A graph H is chordal (or triangulated) if every cycle of length at least four has a
chord, that is an edge between two non-consecutive vertices of the cycle. A triangu-
lation of a graph G = (V; E) is a chordal graph H = (V; E′) such that E ⊆ E′. H is
a minimal triangulation if for any intermediate set E′′ with E ⊆ E′′ ⊂ E′, the graph
(V; E′′) is not triangulated. A clique of G is a complete subgraph of G.
Denition 1. Let G be a graph. The treewidth of G, denoted by tw(G), is the min-
imum, over all triangulations H of G, of !(H) − 1, where !(H) is the maximum
cliquesize of H .
In other words, computing the treewidth of G means 1nding a triangulation with
smallest cliquesize. In particular, the treewidth is always achieved by some minimal
triangulation of the graph.
2.1. Minimal separators and chordal graphs
The minimal separators play a crucial role in the characterization of the minimal
triangulations of a graph.
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A subset S ⊆ V is an a; b-separator for two non-adjacent vertices a; b∈V if the
removal of S from the graph separates a and b in diJerent connected components. S
is a minimal a; b-separator if no proper subset of S separates a and b. We say that S
is a minimal separator of G if there are two vertices a and b such that S is a minimal
a; b separator. Notice that a minimal separator can be strictly included into another.
We denote by G the set of all minimal separators of G.
Let G be a graph and S a set of vertices of G. We note CG(S) the set of connected
components of G \S. A component C ∈CG(S) of G \S is a full component associated
to S if every vertex of S is adjacent to some vertex in C. For the following lemma,
we refer to [9].
Lemma 2. A set S of vertices of G is a minimal a; b-separator if and only if a and
b are in di9erent full components associated to S. A set S of vertices is a minimal
separator if and only if S has at least two full connected components.
Let S be a minimal separator of G. If C is a connected component of G \S, we say
that the set of vertices (S; C)=S∪C is a one-block associated to S. A one-block (S; C)
is called full if C is a full component associated to S. If (S; C) is a full one-block,
then S = NG(C). If (S; C) is not full, then S∗ = NG(C) is a minimal separator of G,
strictly contained in S.
We do not distinguish between a one-block (S; C) and the set of vertices B= S ∪C,
because S and C are uniquely determined by B. More precisely, if B ⊆ V is a one-block
(S; C), then S = NG(V \ B) and C = B \ S.
Let S be a minimal separator of G. We say that S crosses a set A of vertices if
S separates two vertices x; y∈A (i.e. S is an x; y-separator). We say that S separates
two sets of vertices A and B if S separates each vertex of A \ S from each vertex of
B \ S.
Let S and T be two minimal separators. If S crosses T , we write S#T . Otherwise,
S and T are called parallel, denoted by S‖T . The following proposition shows that
the parallel and crossing relations are symmetric and gives another characterization of
these relations (see for example [12] fore more details).
Proposition 3. The crossing and parallel relations are symmetric. Two minimal sep-
arators S and T cross if and only if S meets each full component associated to T .
The minimal separators S and T are parallel if and only if S is contained in some
one-block (T; CS) associated to T . In particular, if S ⊆ T , then S and T are parallel.
Proof. Let us show that if S crosses T , then S meets each full component associated to
T . S crosses T , so S separates two vertices a and b of T . Let C be any full component
associated to T in G. By de1nition of a full component, there is path from a to b in
the graph G[C ∪ {a; b}]. Since S separates a and b, this path intersects S. Hence, S
meets each connected component associated to T . Now we prove that T crosses S. By
Lemma 2, there are at least two full components associated to T , say C and D. Let
c∈C ∩ S and d∈D ∩ S. Clearly T separates c and d, so T crosses S. We conclude
that the crossing relation is symmetric, and it follows easily that the parallel relation is
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symmetric too. Conversely, if S meets each full component associated to T , by Lemma
2 S meets at least two connected components of G \ T . Hence T crosses S, and by
symmetry S crosses T .
Finally, S and T are parallel if and only if T does not separate any two vertices of
S, so S ⊆ T or S \ T is contained in a same component CT associated to T .
Let X ⊆ V be a set of vertices of the graph G = (V; E). We denote by GX the
graph obtained from G by completing X , i.e. by adding an edge between every pair
of non-adjacent vertices of X . If X = {X1; : : : ; Xp}, where each Xi is a set of vertices
of G, we denote by GX the graph obtained by completing all the elements of X.
The results of [10], concluded in [13], establish a strong relation between the minimal
triangulations of a graph and its minimal separators.
Theorem 4. Let  ⊆ G be a maximal set of pairwise parallel separators of G. Then
H = G is a minimal triangulation of G and H = .
Let H be a minimal triangulation of a graph G. Then H is a maximal set of
pairwise parallel separators of G and H = GH .
In other terms, every minimal triangulation of a graph G is obtained by considering
a maximal set  of pairwise parallel separators of G and completing the separators of
. The minimal separators of the triangulation are exactly the elements of .
It is important to know that the elements of , which become the separators of H ,
have strictly the same behavior in H as in G. Indeed, the connected components of
H \S are exactly the same as in G \S, for every S ∈. Moreover, the full components
associated to S are the same in the two graphs.
2.2. Blocks
The following de1nitions are strongly related with the blocking sets and the blocks
introduced in [7].
Denition 5. Let G be a graph and S ⊆ G a set of pairwise parallel separators such
that for any S ∈S, there is a one-block (S; C(S)) containing all the elements of S.
Suppose that S, partially ordered by inclusion, has no greatest element. We de1ne the
piece between the elements of S by
P(S) =
⋂
S∈S
(S; C(S)):
Since S has no greatest element with respect to inclusion, we deduce that for each
S ∈S, there is a unique one-block associated to S and containing all the separators
of S. Indeed, there is some T ∈S such that T * S. Thus, T meets a connected
component CT (S) of G\S. Since all the elements of S are contained in some one-block
(S; C(S)) associated to S, the only choice is (S; C(S)) = (S; CT (S)). The one-block
S; C(S) is unique and hence well de1ned, and consequently P(S) is well de1ned. Let
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us remark that, if S has an element S containing all the others, we think it makes no
sense to de1ne the piece between the elements of S.
Denition 6. Let B be a set of vertices of a graph G. We denote by C1; : : : ; Cp the
connected components of G \ B and by Si the neighborhood of Ci. We will say that
B is a block of G if the sets Si are minimal separators of G and one of the following
conditions holds:
• B= V .
• There is an i; 16 i6p such that B is a one-block (Si; C).
• B= P(S1; : : : ; Sp).
If B is a block, we say that the minimal separators S1; : : : ; Sp border B. The block B
is full if B= G or, for each Si, B is contained in a full one-block associated to Si.
Remark 7. Observe that if {T1; T2; : : : Tp} is a set of minimal separators such that the
piece between them exists, then B = P(T1; : : : ; Tp) is a block. Moreover, any of the
minimal separators bordering B is contained in one of the minimal separators T1; : : : ; Tp.
Also if B is a one-block (S; C), then any of the minimal separators bordering B is
contained in S. Notice also that if a minimal separator S is contained in a block
B= P(S1; : : : ; Sp) then S‖Si for all i; 16 i6p.
A block is also characterized by the following property:
Proposition 8. Let B = V be a subset of vertices of G. Consider the connected com-
ponents C1; : : : ; Cp of G \B and their neighborhoods S1; : : : ; Sp. If for all i; 16 i6p
we have that Si is a minimal separator, B is contained in some one-block (Si; Di) and
B = Si, then B is a block of G.
Proof. Suppose that the set {S1; S2; : : : ; Sp} has no greatest element. We show that
P(S1; : : : ; Sp) exists and is equal to B. For each i, all the minimal separators S1; S2; : : : ; Sp
are contained in a one-block (Si; Di). Therefore, P(S1; : : : ; Sp) =
⋂
i (Si; Di). In partic-
ular, B ⊆ P(S1; : : : ; Sp). Conversely, we prove that P(S1; : : : ; Sp) is contained in B.
Let x be a vertex of G \ B, so x is contained in some Ci. Hence, x ∈ (Si; Di), so
x ∈ P(S1; : : : ; Sp).
Suppose now that {S1; S2; : : : ; Sp} has a greatest element, say S1. We show that
B = (S1; D1). Clearly, B ⊆ (S1; D1). Suppose there is a vertex x in (S1; D1) \ B and
let Ci the component of G \ B containing x. We have that Si ⊆ S1, so Ci is also
a connected component of G \ S1. Since x∈D1, it follows that D1 = Ci, so D1 is a
connected component of G \ B. Therefore, D1 ∩ B= ∅, contradicting B = S1.
Proposition 9. Let G be a graph and S; T two minimal separators of G such that
S#T . Then S ∪ T is a full block of G.
Proof. Let B = S ∪ T . The assertion is true if B = G. Suppose that B = G. Consider
the connected components C1; : : : ; Cp of G \ B and their neighborhoods S1; : : : ; Sp.
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Fig. 1. Union of two crossing separators.
We prove 1rst that each Si is a minimal separator of G and B is contained in a full
one-block (Si; Di), for a suitable component Di associated to Si. The set of vertices Ci is
contained in a connected component D′ associated to S and in a connected component
E′ associated to T . Let D; E be two full components associated to S, respectively T ,
such that D = D′ and E = E′. Let us show that D ∪ E is contained in the same
full component associated to Si. Since Ci ⊆ D′ and D′ is a connected component of
G \ S, N (Ci) is contained in D′ ∪ N (D′) ⊆ (S; D′). It follows that Si = N (Ci) does
not intersect D. Thus, D is contained in a connected component CD of G \ Si. For
similar reasons, E is contained in a connected component CE of G \ Si. It remains
to prove that CD = CE . Since S#T and D is a full component associated to S, there
is an x∈T ∩ D by Proposition 3. Then x∈T has at least one neighbor y in the full
component E associated to T . We have two adjacent vertices x∈CD and y∈CE , so
CD=CE . We denote Di=CD. Since Si ⊆ S∪T and D; E are full components associated
to S, respectively T , we deduce that each vertex of Si has a neighbor in Di ⊇ D ∪ E.
So Di is a full component associated to Si, diJerent from Ci. By Lemma 2, Si is a
minimal separator of G (Fig. 1).
We show now that B ⊆ (Si; Di). Indeed, D ⊆ Di, so S = N (D) is contained in
N (Di)∪Di = (Si; Di). In the same way, T ⊆ (Si; Di). We conclude that B is contained
in the full one-block (Si; Di). Also notice that Di ∩ B = ∅, because Di contains D and
D ∩ T = ∅. Thus, B = Si.
By Proposition 8, B is a full block of G.
Proposition 10. Let B be a block of G and S ⊆ B be a minimal separator of G.
For any connected component C associated to S which intersects B we have that
(S; C) ∩ B is a block. In other words, if S ⊆ B crosses B, then S splits the block B
into smaller blocks.
Proof. We denote B′ = B ∩ (S; C). If S is a separator bordering B, there is nothing to
do since B′ = B. Suppose now that S crosses B, by choice of S, we have B′ = S. The
connected components of G \ B′ are the connected components of G \ B contained in
S ∪ C and the connected components of G \ S diJerent from C.
For a connected component Ci of the 1rst type, its neighborhood Si is a minimal
separator because it is one of the minimal separator bordering B. Moreover, since B
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is contained in a one-block associated to Si, B′ is contained in the same one-block.
Notice that Si = B′ otherwise we would have S ⊆ Si, contradicting S crosses B.
Consider now, a connected component Ci of G \ B′ of the second type, i.e. a con-
nected component of G \ S diJerent from C. We have to prove that Si = N (Ci) is a
minimal separator of G. Notice that Si ⊆ S. Let Di be a full connected component
associated to S diJerent from Ci, then Di is contained in a component D′i of G \ Si.
Since N (Di) = S, we deduce that N (D′i) = Si. So, by Lemma 2, we have that Si is a
minimal separator. Because B′ ⊆ (S; C) and Si ⊆ S, there is a connected component D
of G\Si containing C, so B′ ⊆ (Si; D), that is B′ is contained in a one-block associated
to Si. The minimal separator Si being contained in S, we have Si = B′.
The set of vertices B′ ful1lls the conditions of Proposition 8, so it is a block.
If B is a block S∪T with S#T , then by Proposition 3 any full component associated
to S intersects T . We obtain:
Corollary 11. Let S#T be two minimal separators of G. Let C be a full component
associated to S. Then S ∪ (T ∩ C) is a block of G.
3. AT-free graphs and minimal separators
We say that three vertices (x; y; z) of a graph form an asteroidal triple of G if
between every two of them there exists a path avoiding the neighborhood of the third.
A graph is AT-free if it has no asteroidal triple.
For characterizing AT-free graphs we rather use the notion of asteroidal triple of
separators.
Denition 12. Three pairwise incomparable minimal separators form an asteroidal triple
of separators if any two of them are contained in a one-block associated to the third.
Proposition 13 (Broersma et al. [7]). A graph G is AT-free if and only if it has no
asteroidal triple of separators.
Remark 14. In particular, an AT-free graph cannot have three-blocks, that is blocks
of type P(S; T; U ) with none of S; T; U contained into another. So any block B of an
AT-free graph is a one-block (S; C), a block P(S; T ) that we also call two-block, or
the graph G itself.
Consider three minimal separators U , S and T such that U ⊆ P(S; T ). The following
proposition will allow us to check if S; T; U form an asteroidal triple of separators.
Proposition 15. Let S; T and U be three minimal separators of G such that U ⊆
P(S; T ). Then S, T and U do not form an asteroidal triple of separators if and only
if they satisfy one of the following conditions:
(1) S ⊆ U or T ⊆ U .
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(2) U ⊆ S or U ⊆ T .
(3) U separates S and T .
Proof. If S, T and U form an asteroidal triple of separators, they are pairwise incom-
parable, so conditions 1 and 2 cannot hold. Also S and T are contained in a same
one-block associated to U , thus U does not separate S and T .
Suppose that none of the three conditions holds. By De1nition 5, the piece between
S and T is the intersection of two one-blocks (S; C(S)) and (T; C(T )), containing T
and, respectively, S. Then S; U ⊆ (T; C(T )) and T; U ⊆ (S; C(S)). Since U does not
separate S and T , there is a one-block (U;C(U )) containing S and T . Since P(S; T )
exists, we have that S * T and T * S. Therefore, any two of the three separators
S, T , U , are contained in a one-block associated to the third. We assumed that U
does not contain and is not contained in S or T . Therefore, S, T and U are pairwise
incomparable. We conclude that S, T and U form an asteroidal triple of separators.
Let us reconsider Corollary 11 for the case of AT-free graphs.
Proposition 16. Consider an AT-free graph G, a minimal separator S of G and a
full component C associated to S. Let T be a minimal separator crossing S. Suppose
that C \ T = ∅ and let U = N (C \ T ). Then S ∪ (T ∩ C) = P(S; U ).
Proof. By Corollary 11, B= S ∪ (T ∩ C) is a block of G.
Let C1; C2; : : : ; Cp be the connected components of G \ B. The Ci’s are either con-
nected components of G\S diJerent from C or connected components of G[C \T ]. Let
S1; : : : ; Sp be the neighborhoods of C1; : : : ; Cp. Notice that, if Ci is a connected com-
ponent of G \ S diJerent from C, then Si ⊆ S. In particular, if Ci is a full component
associated to S with Ci = C, we have Si = S.
Let us show that S is maximal by inclusion in {S1; : : : ; Sp}. Suppose that S is strictly
contained in some Si, so S ⊂ N (Ci). Then Ci is a connected component of G[C\T ]. Let
D be the connected component of G \T containing Ci. We have N (Ci) ⊆ D∪N (D) ⊆
(T; D), so S ⊆ (T; D). This contradicts the fact that S and T cross.
Let Ci be any connected component of G[C \ T ] (such a Ci exists because C \ T is
non-empty). Let us show that Si * S. If Si ⊆ S, then Ci is also a connected component
of G \ S, so Ci=C. This implies B∩C= ∅, contradicting the fact that T intersects the
full component C associated to S. It follows that Si * S.
Thus, the set of minimal separators bordering B has at least two elements maximal
by inclusion, S and S ′. Since an AT-free graph has only one-blocks and two-blocks,
we deduce B=P(S; S ′). It remains to show that S ′=U . For any connected component
Ci of G[C \ T ], we have Si * S, so Si ⊆ S ′ by Remark 7. It follows that S ′ contains
U = N (C \ T ). It is easy to see that any minimal separator bordering B is contained
in S or in N (C \T ), so S ′ ⊆ U . We conclude that U is a minimal separator of G and
S ∪ (T ∩ C) = P(S; U ).
Corollary 17. With the notation of Proposition 16, we have that U‖S, U‖T , and
there is a full component E associated to T such that U ∩ E = ∅.
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Fig. 2. Crossing separators in an AT-free graph.
Proof. It is suEcient to notice that the minimal separator U is also one of the minimal
separators bordering the block S ∪ T , so in particular, U is parallel to both S and T .
Since U intersects at most one component associated to T , there is at least one full
component E associated to T such that U ∩ E = ∅ (cf. Fig. 2).
Corollary 18. Let S and T be two crossing separators of an AT-free graph G. Let
C be a full component associated to S such that C \ T = ∅. Consider the block
S∪ (T ∩C)=P(S; U ). Let E be a full component associated to T such that E∩U =∅.
Then T ∩ C is contained in the neighborhood of S ∩ E.
Proof. We denote EC=E∩C. Let us prove that EC=∅. Suppose that EC is non-empty.
The neighborhood of EC is contained in S ∪ T . We show 1rst that N (EC) is not
contained in T . If N (EC) ⊆ T , then EC is a connected component of G\T , so we must
have EC=E. But EC ⊆ C, so the neighborhood of EC is included in C∪N (C)=(S; C).
Let now D be a full component associated to S, diJerent from C and let y∈T ∩ D.
We have y ∈ N (EC), contradicting the fact that EC =E is a full component associated
to T . Thus, N (EC) is not contained in T , so there is a vertex z in N (EC) \ T . Clearly,
z ∈E. By Proposition 16, U =N (C \T ), so z ∈U . This contradicts the fact that E does
not intersect U .
We have proved that E ∩ C = ∅. Let now x be any vertex of TC = T ∩ C, we show
that x has a neighbor in SE = S ∩E. E is a full component associated to T , so x has a
neighbor x′ in E. Since x∈C, we have that x′ is in C or in N (C)= S. But E ∩C= ∅,
so the only choice remaining is x′ ∈ S ∩ E.
Proposition 19. Let S be a minimal separator of the AT-free graph G and let C be
a full component associated to S. Consider any minimal separator T , crossing S. Let
x; y∈C \ T such that x and y have neighbors in S \ T . Then x and y are in a same
connected component of G \ T .
Proof. By Proposition 16, we know that U = N (C \ T ) is a minimal separator and
the block B = S ∪ (T ∩ C) can be written P(S; U ). Recall that T and U are parallel.
Suppose that T separates x and y and let x′; y′ ∈ S \ T be two neighbors of x, re-
spectively, y. Clearly, T separates x′ and y′. But x′; y′ ∈N (C \ T ) = U , so T crosses
U—contradiction.
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4. The algorithm
We begin by an informal description of our algorithm. We are given an AT-free
graph G and an integer k and we want to decide if tw(G)¿k or to 1nd a triangulation
of width at most 2k. The time complexity of the algorithm we obtain is polynomial
and does not depend on the value of k, so it is easy to derive a polynomial algorithm
for a 2-approximation of the treewidth of AT-free graphs.
Suppose that we have a procedure triangulate realization which, given the graph
G, the number k and a one-block (S; C) of G with |S|6 k, computes a triangulation
H (S; C) of GS [S ∪C] of width at most 2k or correctly outputs that tw(G)¿k. 1 Then
a triangulation of G of width at most 2k is obtained by taking the graph
⋃
C H (S; C):
Proposition 20 (Kloks et al. [11]). Let S be a minimal separator of G and let
C1; : : : ; Cp be the connected components of G\S. For each i; 16 i6p, let H (S; Ci)=
(S ∪ Ci; Ei) be a triangulation of GS [S ∪ Ci]. The graph H = (V;
⋃
16i6p Ei) is a tri-
angulation of G and tw(H) = max16i6p tw(H (S; Ci)).
If G has treewidth at most k, then either G has at most k + 1 vertices or G has
a minimal separator of size at most k. Finding such a minimal separator is easy,
it is suEcient to look for a separator of minimum size. It is well known that this
computation can be done in polynomial time.
The main program is called approximate triangulation, its pseudo-code is given in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: approximate triangulation
Input: an AT-free graph G = (V; E) and an integer k
Output: tw(G)¿k or a triangulation H of width at most 2k
begin
if |V |6 k + 1
return GV
compute a minimal separator S of G of minimum size
if |S|¿k then
return “tw(G)¿k”
for all one-blocks (S; C) associated to S do
H (S; C)← triangulate realization(G; S; C; k)
if the call outputs “tw(G)¿k” then
return “tw(G)¿k”
return
⋃
C H (S; C)
end
1 The graph GS [S ∪ C] is called in [11] the realization of the block (S; C), which explains the name of
our procedure.
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Fig. 3. Splitting GS [S ∪ C].
We describe now the procedure triangulate realization (see also Algorithm 2). Con-
sider a one-block (S; C) of G such that |S|6 k. We show how to compute a triangu-
lation H (S; C) of GS [S ∪ C] of width at most 2k or to decide that tw(G)¿k.
If |C|6 k + 1, then H (S; C) will be the clique with vertex set S ∪ C, and clearly
tw(H (S; C))6 2k. Let us consider the case when C is not a full component associated
to S in G.
Lemma 21 (Kloks et al. [11]). Let (S; C) be a one-block of the graph G. Suppose
that C is not a full component associated to S in G and let S ′ = NG(C). Then S ′ is
a minimal separator of G and (S ′; C) is a full one-block of G.
For any triangulation H (S ′; C)=(S ′∪C; E′) of GS′ [S ′∪C], the graph H (S; C)=(S∪
C; F) with F = E′ ∪ {xy | x; y∈ S} is a triangulation of GS [S ∪C] and tw(H (S; C)) =
max(|S| − 1; tw(H (S ′; C))).
Thus, if the block (S; C) is not full, we compute 1rst S ′ = NG(C) and call triangu-
late realization on the smaller block (S ′; C), which is full. The triangulation H (S; C)
is then obtained by gluing H (S ′; C) and the clique having S as vertex set. Clearly, if
H (S ′; C) has treewidth at most 2k, then H (S; C) has treewidth at most 2k.
It remains to consider the case when (S; C) is a full one-block of G and |C|¿k+1.
We want to split the graph GS [S ∪C] using a minimal separator U ⊆ (S; C) of G (see
Fig. 3).
Lemma 22 (Kloks et al. [11]). Let G be a graph, (S; C) be a full one-block of G.
Let U be a minimal separator of G such that U ⊆ (S; C) and P(S; U ) exists (the
piece between S and U is taken in G). Then U is a minimal separator of GS [S ∪C].
Moreover, the one-blocks associated to U in GS [S ∪ C] are P(S; U ) and the
one-blocks (U;C′) associated to U in G such that C′ ⊂ C.
Suppose that, if tw(G)6 k, we are able to compute a minimal separator U like in
the previous lemma, such that |U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k. We then apply this process
recursively on each subblock (U;C′) to 1nd a triangulation H (U;C′) of GS [U;C′] of
width at most 2k or output that tw(G)¿k. The block P(S; U ) will be simply completed
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into a clique GP(S;U )[P(S; U )]. Then H (S; C) is
⋃
C′ H (U;C
′) ∪ GP(S;U )[P(S; U )], and
by Proposition 20 H (S; C) is of width at most 2k.
The search for the minimal separator U in the general framework is rather deli-
cate and we use a quite indirect method, which will be explained in Section 5. Let
us state for now the existence of the minimal separator U . The next theorem says
that, if tw(G)6 k, then the minimal separator U satisfying the conditions above ex-
ists can be computed in polynomial time, unless tw(GS [S ∪ C])6 k. Let us point out
that, even if tw(G)6 k, the minimal separator U might not exist when tw(GS [S ∪
C])6 k. See for example the graph of Fig. 4, which is an interval graph (and thus
chordal and AT-free) of treewidth k = 2. Consider the minimal separator S = {b}
and the full component C = {c; d; e; f} associated to S. There is no minimal sepa-
rator U ⊆ (S; C) with |P(S; U )|6 2k. This situation can happen when S is strictly
contained in a minimal separator T of G such that T ⊆ (S; C) and |T |6 k. In our
example, T = {b; d}.
Theorem 23. Let G be an AT-free graph and let (S; C) be a full one-block of G with
|S|6 k and |C|¿k + 1. If tw(G)6 k, then one of the following holds:
(1) There is a minimal separator U of G contained in (S; C) such that P(S; U )
exists, |U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k. Moreover, the minimal separator U can be
computed in O(n4:5) time.
(2) tw(GS [S ∪ C])6 k.
The proof of Theorem 23 is very technical and will be given in the next section.
We also give in the next section the procedure ?nd U which takes the block (S; C)
and the number k, and computes the minimal separator U like in Theorem 23 if it
exists; otherwise, the procedure fails.
So, when working on a full block (S; C) with |C|¿k + 1, the procedure tri-
angulate realization starts by calling ?nd U. If U is found, then we recall trian-
gulate realization on the smaller blocks (U;C′) ⊆ (S; C) (see Algorithm 2). Sup-
pose now that we failed to compute the minimal separator U . This does not directly
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imply that tw(G)¿k: according to Theorem 23, we still have the possibility that
tw(GS [S ∪ C])6 k. Thus, we have to 1nd a triangulation H (S; C) of GS [S ∪ C] of
width at most 2k or to decide that tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k. We simply recall the main al-
gorithm, approximate triangulation, on GS [S ∪C]. Indeed, according to the following
lemma, the graph GS [S ∪ C] is still AT-free.
Lemma 24 (Kloks et al. [11]). Let G be an AT-free graph, S be a minimal separator
of G and C be a full component associated to S. Then the graph GS [S ∪ C] is also
an AT-free graph.
The complete description of the procedure triangulate realization is given in Algo-
rithm 2.
Algorithm 2: triangulate realization
Input: G AT-free, S; C and k s.t. (S; C) is a block of G and |S|6 k
Output: tw(G)¿k or a triangulation H (S; C) of GS [S ∪ C] of width
at most 2k
begin
if |C|6 k + 1 then
return GS∪C[S ∪ C]
S ′ ← NG(C)
if S ′ = S /* (S; C) is not full */
H (S ′; C)← triangulate realization(G; S ′; C; k)
if the call outputs “tw(G)¿k” then
return “tw(G)¿k”
else
return GS [S] ∪ H (S ′; C)
/* (S; C) is a full block, we have to 1nd the separator U*/
U ← nd U(G; S; C; k)
if nd U failed then
=∗ we still have the possibility that tw(GS [S ∪ C])6 k ∗=
return approximate triangulation(GS [S ∪ C]; k)
for all the one-blocks (U;C′) contained in (S; C) do
H (U;C′)← triangulate realization(G;U; C′; k)
if the call outputs “tw(G)¿k” then
return “tw(G)¿k”
return
⋃
C′ H
′(U;C′) ∪ GP(S;U )[P(S; U )]
end
Theorem 25. Given any AT-free graph G, there is an algorithm computing a trian-
gulation H of G such that tw(H)6 2 tw(G). The time complexity of the algorithm
is O(n5:5 log n), where n is the number of vertices of the input graph.
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Proof. Let us show now that, given an integer k between 1 and n, the algorithm ap-
proximate triangulation correctly works in O(n5:5). By dichotomy, the 2-approximation
algorithm for the treewidth of AT-free graphs works in O(n5:5 log n).
We prove 1rst the correctness of our algorithm. If the algorithm returns a triangu-
lation H of G, then tw(H)6 2k, because H is obtained by recursively gluing graphs
of treewidth at most 2k, according to the rules of Proposition 20 and Lemma 21. We
show now that if the input graph has treewidth at most k then the algorithm will re-
turn a triangulation of G. Suppose there is an AT-free graph G˜ of treewidth at most
k on which the algorithm outputs “tw(G˜)¿k”. We take G˜ with minimum number
of vertices. Clearly, G˜ has strictly more than k + 1 vertices, and at the 1rst call of
approximate triangulation, we 1nd a minimal separator of G˜ with at most k vertices.
Hence, the algorithm cannot fail during this 1rst call. We deduce that it fails during
another call of approximate triangulation, having as input a graph G˜S [S∪C] for some
full block (S; C) of G˜ with |S|6 k and |C|¿k+1. This call is made by the procedure
triangulate realization, while working on the block (S; C). It means that the procedure
?nd U(G˜; S; C; k) failed to 1nd the separator U like in Theorem 23. But, according to
Theorem 23, this implies that tw(G˜S [S ∪ C])¡k, contradicting the fact that approx-
imate triangulation works correctly on all the graphs having fewer vertices than G˜.
Let us discuss the time complexity of our algorithm. It is well known that a chordal
graph with n vertices has less than n minimal separators. Therefore, the procedure
approximate triangulation is recursively called at most n− 1 times. Indeed, at each of
these calls, we compute some minimum size separator S of the current graph. If S is
big then we stop, otherwise S is a new minimal separator of H . Thus, this procedure
is called less than n times.
We prove now that the procedure triangulate realization is called less than 2n times.
At each of these calls we have two cases: either the procedure ?nd U fails, so we call
approximate triangulation—which happens at most n− 1 times, or ?nd U produces a
new minimal separator U of H—which globally corresponds to at most n − 1 calls,
too. Actually, we could even prove that triangulate realization is called at most n− 1
times, because the minimal separators of H found in triangulate realization diJer from
those found in approximate triangulation.
So both procedures triangulate realization and approximate triangulation are called
O(n) times. The complexity of one call of approximate triangulation is dominated by
the computation of a minimum cardinality separator in a graph with at most n vertices,
which takes O(n4:5) time [8]. The complexity of one call of triangulate realization is
dominated by the cost of the procedure ?nd U, which is O(n4:5) by Theorem 23.
5. Proof of Theorem 23
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 23.
Notation 1. Throughout this section G is an AT-free graph of treewidth at most k, S
is a minimal separator of G and C is a full component associated to S in G such that
|S|6 k and |C|¿k + 1. We suppose that tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k.
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Theorem 23 can be restated as follows:
Theorem 26. There is a minimal separator U ⊂ (S; C) of G such that P(S; U ) exists,
|U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k. Moreover, such a minimal separator U can be computed
in O(n4:5) time.
Once again, the condition tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k is absolutely necessary, as it will be
shown in Section 5.2.
The method to prove this theorem is quite indirect. We prove that, for a suitable
graph G′, we can compute a minimal separator Y of G′ with |Y |6 k (Proposition 27).
Then, Propositions 28 and 30 show how to use this separator Y of G′ in order to
compute a minimal separator U , satisfying our Theorem 26.
Proposition 27. Let G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] be the graph obtained from G[S ∪ C] by
completing S and C into cliques. There is a minimal separator Y of G′ such that Y
has at most k vertices.
The proof of Proposition 27 is technical and will be postponed to Section 5.2.
For now, let us assume that this proposition is true, we see how to compute the
separator U .
5.1. How to compute the minimal separator U
The co-bipartite graph G′ is obtained from G[S ∪C] by completing the set S and C
into cliques. Suppose there is a minimal separator Y of G with |Y |6 k. The separator
U (like in Theorem 26) is then the neighborhood of C \ Y in G. More precisely:
Proposition 28. Let Y be a minimal separator of the graph G′=G{S;C}[S ∪C]. Then
S ∪ Y is a two-block P(S; U ) of G. Moreover, U = NG(C \ Y ) and U is contained
in Y .
Proof. We denote B=S∪Y . We show that B is not contained in S or in Y . Since Y is
a minimal separator of the co-bipartite graph G′, the connected components of G′ \ Y
are exactly S \ Y and C \ Y . In particular, both of them are non-empty, so S * Y .
Also, Y ⊂ S. Indeed, if Y ⊂ S, let x be a vertex of S \ Y and let y∈C be a neighbor
of x in the graph G. Clearly, x and y are also adjacent in G′, contradicting the fact
that S \ Y and C \ Y are in diJerent connected components of G′ \ Y . Thus, B * S
and B* Y (Fig. 5).
Let C1; : : : ; Cp be the connected components of G \ B and let S1; : : : ; Sp be their
neighborhoods in G. The Ci’s are either connected components of G \ S diJerent from
C or connected components of G[C \ Y ]. In particular, if Ci is a full component
associated to S, diJerent from C, then Si = S.
We will see that each Si is a minimal separator of G and that B is contained in
some full block (Si; Di). Consider 1rst the case when Ci is a connected component
of G \ S, diJerent from C. Then Si ⊆ S. Clearly, C ∩ Si = ∅, so C is contained in
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some connected component Di of G \ Si, with Di = Ci. Since each vertex of S has a
neighbor in C, it follows that every vertex of Si has a neighbor in Di. Thus, Di is a
full component associated to Si. Both Ci and Di are full components associated to Si,
so Si is a minimal separator by Lemma 2. Since C ⊆ Di, we have that S = NG(C) is
contained in Di ∪ NG(Di) = (Si; Di). We conclude that B ⊆ (S; C) ⊆ (Si; Di). Consider
now the case when Ci is a connected component of G[C\Y ]. Notice that Si is contained
in Y . Let D be a full component associated to S, diJerent from C. Since Si ⊆ (S; C),
Si does not intersect D, so D is contained in a connected component Di associated
to Si. Let us prove 1rst that S ⊆ Si ∪ Di. Indeed, S = NG(D), so S is contained in
Di ∪ NG(Di) ⊆ Si ∪ Di. In the graph G′, the set of vertices S \ Y is a full component
associated to Y , so any vertex x∈Y has a neighbor y∈ S \Y . In particular, if x∈Y \S,
then y is also a neighbor of x in the graph G (the edges between S \ Y and Y \ S are
the same in G and in G′). Thus, Y \ S is contained in NG(S \ Y ). Since Si ⊆ Y we
have S \ Y ⊆ S \ Si ⊆ Di, so Y \ S ⊆ Di ∪ NG(Di) ⊆ Si ∪ Di. Therefore, B ⊆ Si ∪ Di.
Observe now that Di is a full component associated to Si. Indeed, each vertex of Si∩S
has a neighbor in D, so in Di, and each vertex of Si \ S ⊆ Y \ S has a neighbor in
S \ Y , so in Di. Thus, Di is a full component associated to Si. Clearly Di = Si, so by
Lemma 2, Si is a minimal separator.
We have proved that each Si is a minimal separator of G and that B is contained in
some full one-block (Si; Di). Moreover, B is not contained in any Si: recall that each
Si is contained in S or in Y , but B* Y and B* S, so B* Si. By Proposition 8, B
is a block of G.
S is one of the minimal separators bordering B. We show now that S is maximal
by inclusion among {S1; : : : ; Sp}. Any minimal separator Si is contained in S or in
Y . Since S * Y , S is inclusion maximal among the minimal separators bordering B.
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We want to prove that S is not the only inclusion-maximal element of {S1; : : : ; Sp}.
Let Ci be any connected component of G[C \ Y ]. We show that Si * S. Indeed, if
Si ⊆ S, then Ci is also a connected component of G \ S, so the only choice is Ci =C.
This implies Y ∩C = ∅, contradicting Y * S. The set of minimal separators bordering
B has at least two inclusion maximal elements, S and S ′. The AT-free graph G has
only one-blocks and two-blocks, so B is a two-block P(S; S ′). It remains to prove that
S ′=NG(C \Y ). Since S ′ * S, S ′ is the neighborhood of a connected component Cj of
G[C \ Y ]. Thus, S ′ ⊆ NG(C \ Y ). For any connected component Ci ⊆ C \ Y , we have
Si * S, so Si ⊆ S ′ by Remark 7. Consequently, S ′ contains NG(C \ Y ). We conclude
that S ′ =NG(C \ Y ) =U . Thus, B= P(S; U ). Moreover, U =NG(C \ Y ) ⊆ N ′G(C \ Y ),
so U ⊆ Y .
We deduce:
Corollary 29. Let G′ =G{S;C}[S ∪C]. If G′ has a minimal separator of size at most
k, the procedure ?nd U (Algorithm 3) computes in O(n4:5) time a minimal separator
U of G such that U ⊆ (S; C), P(S; U ) exists, |U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k.
Algorithm 3: nd U
Input: an arbitrary AT-free graph G, a full one-block (S; C) of G,
a number k
Output: a minimal separator U ⊆ (S; C) of G such that P(S; U ) exists,
|U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k or “failure”
begin
G′ ← G{S;C}[S ∪ C]
compute a minimum size separator Y of G′
if |Y |¿k then
return “failure”
else
U ← NG(C \ Y )
return U
end if
end
Proof. We compute a minimum size separator Y of G′. This can be done in O(n4:5)
time [8]. Clearly, Y is a minimal separator of G′ and |Y |6 k. According to Proposition
28, the set of vertices S ∪Y is a two-block P(S; U ) of G. Therefore, |P(S; U )|6 |S|+
|Y |6 2k. By Proposition 28, U ⊆ Y so |U |6 k. Moreover, U=NG(C\Y ), so U can be
computed in O(n2) time. The procedure ?nd U has a time complexity of O(n4:5).
Proposition 30. The procedure ?nd U takes an arbitrary AT-free graph G, a full
one-block (S; C) of G and a number k such that |S|6 k and |C|¿k + 1.
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• If the procedure succeeds, then it returns a minimal separator U ⊆ (S; C) of G
such that P(S; U ) exists, |U |6 k and |P(S; U )|6 2k.
• If tw(G)6 k and tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k, then the procedure succeeds.
The time complexity of ?nd U is O(n4:5).
Proof. The 1rst statement is a direct consequence of Proposition 28 and of the fact that
the procedure succeeds only if the minimum size separator Y has at most k vertices.
The second statement comes from Proposition 27 and Corollary 29.
5.2. Existence of a small separator in G′
This subsection is devoted to the proof of Proposition 27. Since tw(G)6 k, there is
a minimal triangulation H of G such that tw(H)6 k.
Notation 2. H denotes a minimal triangulation of G of width at most k.
Next we show that S is not a minimal separator of H .
Proposition 31. The minimal separator S of G is not a minimal separator of H .
Proof. Suppose that S is a minimal separator of H . Then S would be a clique of H ,
so GS [S ∪ C] would be a subgraph of H . This contradicts tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k.
The fact that S is not a minimal separator of H plays a crucial role in the proof
of Proposition 27. Indeed, the proof is based on the existence of a minimal separator
T of H such that T crosses S in G. This is the reason why we need the condition
tw(GS [S ∪ C])¿k.
Our goal is to show that the co-bipartite graph G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] has a minimal
separator Y of size at most k. The proof of this result will be made in four steps.
In the ?rst step, we consider a minimal separator T of H such that T crosses S in
G. We denote by X set of vertices (T ∩C)∪NG(C \ T ) (in gray on Fig. 6) and show
in Proposition 32 that X is a minimal separator of G′. If X has at most k vertices,
then Proposition 27 holds.
There is no reason why X should be small, so we have to consider the case |X |¿k.
In the second step, we use the existence of a minimal separator T ′ of H , crossing X
and S. We de1ne the set of vertices Y , formed by the vertices of P(T; T ′) ∩ C and
NG(C \ P(T; T ′)) (in gray on Fig. 8). We prove in Proposition 35 that, under some
conditions, Y is a minimal separator of G′ and Y is contained in P(T; T ′).
The third step contains several lemmas showing that the conditions needed for Propo-
sition 35 of the second step are ful1lled. In particular we prove the existence of the
minimal separator T ′.
Finally, in step four we show how to choose T and T ′ such that P(T; T ′) be a
maximal clique of H . Since Y is strictly contained into P(T; T ′), we deduce that Y
has at most k vertices, and thus Proposition 27 is proved.
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5.2.1. First step
S is a minimal separator of G which is not a minimal separator of the minimal
triangulation H . From Theorem 4, we know that H is a maximal set of pairwise
parallel separators of G, so at least one of them, say T , crosses S. C is a full connected
component associated to S such that |C|¿k. We know by Proposition 16 that B=S ∪
(T∩C) is a block of the form P(S; U ), where U=NG(C\T ). We denote X=U∪(T∩C)
(see Fig. 6) and we suppose that |X |6 k.
Proposition 32. Consider the co-bipartite graph G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] obtained from
G[S∪C] by completing the sets S and C into cliques. Then X is a minimal separator
of G′.
Proof. We show that C \ X and S \ X are full components associated to X in G′.
Observe that C \ X = ∅. Indeed, |X |6 k, and |C|¿k +1, so C \ X = ∅. We prove
that NG′(C \X )=X . By Proposition 16, the neighborhood of C \T in G is U . Clearly,
the neighborhood of C \ T in G′ is (T ∩ C) ∪ U = X , so C \ T = C \ X is a full
component associated to X in G′.
Since S is a clique of G′, S \X is contained in a connected component D of G′ \X .
This component is diJerent from C \ X , and since V (G′) = (S \ X ) ∪ X ∪ (C \ X ) the
only choice is D=S \X . Since T and U are parallel in G, there is a full component E
associated to T in G such that E ∩U = ∅. Notice that S \X is not empty, in particular
it contains SE = S ∩ E. Let us show that X is in the neighborhood of S \ X in G′.
According to Corollary 18, T ∩C is contained in the neighborhood of SE in the graph
G, so X \S=T ∩C is contained in NG′(S \X ). Also X ∩S is contained in NG′(S \X ),
because S is a clique in G′. Hence, NG′(S \ X ) = X . We conclude that S \ X is a full
component associated to X in G′.
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We have proved that G′ \ X has two full components associated to X . By Lemma
2, X is a minimal separator of G′.
When the minimal separator X of G′ has no more than k vertices, Proposition 27
is proved. However, there is no reason that the minimal separator X be small. So, it
remains to handle the case |X |¿k. Our goal is to show that also in this case there is
a minimal separator Y of G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] such that |Y |6 k.
5.2.2. Second step
In this part, we prove that if there exist two separators T and T ′ of the triangulation
H , such that T and T ′ cross S in G, T * T ′ and T ′ * T , then we can construct
a minimal separator Y of the graph G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] satisfying Y ⊂ P(T; T ′) (see
Notation 3 and Proposition 35). We will show in the next subsection how to choose
T and T ′ such that |Y |6 k.
Notation 3. From now on, we use the following notation: T and T ′ are minimal sep-
arators of H crossing S, E′ (resp. F ′) is the component of G \ T (resp. of G \ T ′)
intersecting T ′ (resp. T ), E (resp. F) is a full component of G \ T (resp. of G \ T ′)
diJerent from E′ (resp. F ′), see Fig. 7. Notice that the separators T and T ′ are not
necessarily disjoint. We denote B=P(T; T ′)=(T; E′)∩ (T ′; F ′), BC=B∩C, TC=T ∩C
and T ′C = T
′ ∩ C.
Lemma 33. We have BC = TC ∪ T ′C .
Proof. Suppose there is a vertex x∈P(T; T ′) ∩ C, which is not contained in T ∩ C
nor in T ′ ∩ C. Let D be a full component associated to S, diJerent from C. Consider
a vertex y∈D and let Sxy be a minimal x; y-separator contained in N (x), in fact it is
easy to prove that Sxy is unique. We prove that T; T ′ and Sxy form an asteroidal triple
of separators.
Clearly, we have x∈E′ ∩ F ′. So N (x) ⊆ E′ ∪ N (E′) ⊆ (T; E′), we deduce that
Sxy ⊆ (T; E′). With similar arguments, we get Sxy ⊆ (T ′; F ′). We conclude that Sxy is
included in P(T; T ′).
Let us prove that T , T ′ and Sxy do not satisfy any of the three conditions of Propo-
sition 15: Sxy does not contain T nor T ′, Sxy is not contained in T nor in T ′, and
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Sxy does not separate T and T ′. We show that Sxy does not contain T or T ′. Notice
that x∈C and S = N (C), so Sxy ⊆ (S; C). But both T and T ′ have vertices in D, so
T * Sxy and T ′ * Sxy. We prove now that Sxy does not separate T and T ′. Since
Sxy ⊆ (S; C), we deduce that D is contained in a connected component of G \ Sxy.
In particular, Sxy does not separate the vertices of T ∩ D and of T ′ ∩ D, so Sxy does
not separate T and T ′. It remains to prove that Sxy is not contained in T (the case
Sxy * T ′ is similar). Suppose that Sxy ⊂ T . By construction of Sxy, Sxy separates x
and the vertices of D ∩ T ′. Since Sxy‖T ′, all the vertices of T ′ \ Sxy are in a same
component associated to Sxy. Thus, Sxy separates x and every vertex of T ′ \ Sxy. Then
also T ⊃ Sxy separates x and T ′ \ T . This contradicts x∈P(T; T ′).
Lemma 34. Suppose there exist vertices x∈T \ T ′ and y∈T ′ \ T which are not
adjacent in H . For all minimal x; y-separators Z of H we have Z ⊆ P(T; T ′) and Z
crosses S.
Proof. We prove that Z ⊆ (T; E′). If Z ⊆ T the result is clear. Otherwise, since Z is
parallel to T , we have Z ⊆ (T; CZ) where CZ is the unique connected component of
G \ T intersecting Z . If CZ = E′ then Z does not separate x and y—a contradiction.
Indeed, suppose that CZ = E′ and let z ∈Z \ T . Since Z is a minimal x; y-separator,
there exists a chain ( connecting x and y which intersects Z only in z. The subchain
of ( between z and y must intersect the separator T in x′. Notice that x′ ∈T \ Z . So
x′ and y are in the same connected component of G \ Z . Since, Z and T are parallel,
the vertices x and x′ are in the same component of G \ Z . It follows that x and y are
always connected in G\Z . In the same manner, we have Z ⊆ (T ′; F ′), so Z ⊆ P(T; T ′).
Now, let Cx and Cy be the full connected components of G \ Z containing, respec-
tively, x and y. Notice that Z ⊆ P(T; T ′) does not intersect E and F . Since E is a full
component of G \ T , x has a neighbor in E, so E ⊆ Cx. By similar arguments, we get
F ⊆ Cy. Since S#T and S#T ′, we have S ∩ E = ∅ and S ∩ F = ∅ so S ∩ Cx = ∅ and
S ∩ Cy = ∅. It follows that S#Z .
Proposition 35. Suppose TC \ T ′C = ∅ and T ′C \ TC = ∅. Suppose TC ⊆ N (S ∩ E) and
T ′C ⊆ N (S ∩ F). We denote Y = BC ∪ N (C \ BC) then
(1) BC is a clique of H ;
(2) Y ⊂ P(T; T ′);
(3) Y is a minimal separator of G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] (Fig. 8).
Proof. To prove the 1rst point suppose that BC is not a clique in H , suppose there
exist two vertices a∈TC \ T ′C and b∈T ′C \ TC which are not adjacent in H (recall that
T and T ′ are cliques of H). Let Z be a minimal a; b-separator of H , by assumption a
(resp. b) has a neighbor in S ∩E (resp. in S ∩F). By Lemma 34, we know that Z#S,
so by Proposition 19, a and b must be in the same connected component of C \ Z—a
contradiction.
To prove the second point it is suEcient to show that NG(C \ BC) is contained in
P(T; T ′). Suppose there is a vertex x′ ∈NG(C\BC)\P(T; T ′) (so in particular x′ ∈ S\T )
and let x be a neighbor of x′ in C\BC . Let Cx the connected component of G\P(T; T ′)
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Fig. 8. The minimal separator Y appears in gray.
containing x and x′ and let Sx=N (Cx). According to Remark 7, P(T; T ′) is a two-block
and the minimal separator Sx bordering P(T; T ′) is contained in T or in T ′. Suppose
w.l.o.g. that Sx ⊆ T , so T separates Cx and P(T; T ′). Let y be a vertex of BC \ T .
Clearly, T separates x and y. By Lemma 33, BC = TC ∪ T ′C so y∈T ′C . We assumed
T ′C ⊆ N (S ∩F), so y has a neighbor y′ in S ∩F . Hence, both x and y have neighbors
in S \ T . But T separates x and y, contradicting Proposition 19.
Thus, Y ⊆ P(T; T ′). It remains to show that the inclusion is strict. On one hand,
T#S so T intersects a full component D associated to S, diJerent from C. On the other
hand, Y is contained in C ∪ S. Hence, Y is strictly contained in P(T; T ′).
The proof that Y is a minimal separator of G′ is very similar to the proof of
Proposition 32. We will show that C \ Y and S \ Y are full components associated to
Y in G′.
From the 1rst point we know that BC = Y ∩C is a clique of H , so |Y ∩C|6 k +1.
Since |C|¿k+1, C \Y is not empty. We show that NG′(C \Y )=Y . C is a clique of
G′, so NG′(C \ Y ) ∩ C = Y ∩ C. Notice that NG′(C \ Y ) ∩ S = NG(C \ Y ) ∩ S = Y ∩ S.
Thus, NG′(C \ Y ) = Y .
From the second point we know that Y ⊆ P(T; T ′), so S \ Y contains SE = S ∩ E
and SF = S ∩ F . Hence, S \ Y is not empty. Let D be the connected component of
G′ \ Y containing the clique S \ Y . Since V (G′) = (S \ Y ) ∪ Y ∪ (C \ Y ), we have
D = S \ Y . By the fact that S is a clique of G′, we have that S ∩ Y is contained
in NG′(S \ Y ). By Lemma 33, we have BC = TC ∪ T ′C and since Y \ S = BC we
deduce that Y \ S is contained in NG(SE ∪ SF), in particular Y \ S ⊆ NG′(S \ Y ).
Thus, NG′(S \ Y ) = Y .
So C \ Y and S \ Y are two full components associated to Y in G′, and by Lemma
2 Y is a minimal separator of G′.
5.2.3. Third step
Our goal, in this part, is to prove that there exist two separators T and T ′ ful1lling the
conditions of Proposition 35. We recall our hypotheses. We are given an AT-free graph
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G whose treewidth is at most k and a triangulation H of G such that !(H)6 k+1. We
are also given a minimal separator S ∈ H with |S|6 k, a full connected component
C associated to S and a minimal separator T of H crossing S. Among all separators
of H crossing S, we choose T such that T ∩C is maximal by inclusion. We know that
S ∪ (T ∩ C) is a two-block P(S; U ) and that X = (T ∩ C) ∪ U is a minimal separator
of G′ = G{S;C}[S ∪ C] with |X |¿k (see Fig. 6).
Lemma 36. There is a minimal separator T ′ of H such that T ′ crosses X .
Proof. This is equivalent to say that X is not a clique of H .
Any clique of H has at most k + 1 vertices, so the assertion is true if |X |¿k + 1.
Suppose that |X | = k + 1. If X is a clique in H , then X is a maximal clique of H .
We say that a set of vertices ) is a potential maximal clique of a graph if ) forms
a maximal clique in some minimal triangulation of that graph. In our particular case,
X is a potential maximal clique of G. We proved in [6], Theorem 4, that if ) is a
potential maximal clique of G, then G \) has no full component associated to ). We
show now that G \ X has a full component associated to X , contradicting the fact X
is a potential maximal clique of G.
Let E′ be the unique component associated to T that intersects U (recall that T‖U )
and let E be a full component associated to T , diJerent from E′. Since X=(T∩C)∪U ,
X does not intersect E, so E is connected in G \ X . Let D be a full component as-
sociated to S, diJerent from C. Notice that X ∩ D = ∅, because X ⊆ (S; C). Thus, D
is connected in G \ X . We prove now that D ∪ E is contained in a full component
associated to X . Let us show that there are two adjacent vertices x∈E and y∈D.
Since S#T , there is at least one vertex x∈ S ∩E. Clearly, x ∈ X . But D is a full com-
ponent associated to S, so the vertex x has a neighbor y in D. It follows that D∪E is
contained in some connected component F of G \X . Each vertex of S has a neighbor
in D and each vertex of T has a neighbor in E, so each vertex of X has a neighbor
in F .
We have proved that F is a full component associated to X in G, so X is not a
maximal clique of H . Therefore, there is a minimal separator T ′ of H such that T ′
crosses X .
Remark 37. Recall that E′ is the unique component associated to T that intersects
T ′. Notice that E′ is also the unique component associated to T that intersects X ,
respectively U (see also Fig. 7). Like previously, E will be a full component associated
to T , diJerent from E′.
Lemma 38. Every vertex of TC = T ∩ C has a neighbor in S ∩ E.
Proof. This comes directly from Corollary 18.
Lemma 39. T ′ crosses S.
Proof. The claim is clearly true if T ′ separates two vertices of U ∩ S.
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Suppose now that T ′ does not cross U ∩ S. In particular, T ′ does not cross X \ T =
U ∩ S. Since T‖T ′, T ′ cannot separate two vertices of T ∩ X . But T ′ separates two
vertices of X = (T ∩ X )∪ (X \ T ), so the only possibility is that T ′ separates a vertex
x of T ∩ X and a vertex y of X \ T . Let x′ be a vertex of S ∩ E, adjacent to x, x′
exists by Lemma 38. We show that T ′ separates x′ and y. Indeed, x′ ∈ T ′ because T ′
is contained in the block (T; E′) and T ′ separates x and y. Since x and x′ are adjacent,
T ′ also separates x′ and y. But x′; y∈ S, so T ′ crosses S.
Lemma 40. We put TC = T ∩C and T ′C = T ′ ∩C. Then both TC \ T ′C and T ′C \ TC are
non-empty.
Proof. Recall that T was chosen among the minimal separators of H crossing S such
that T ∩C is maximal by inclusion. Since T ′ is a minimal separator of H crossing S,
we have that T ′C cannot properly contain TC .
We show that T ′C \TC = ∅. Let C(U ) be a full component associated to U , diJerent
from the one intersecting S. In particular, T does not intersect C(U ) since T and S
are contained in a same one-block associated to U . Notice also that C(U ) ⊂ C. Let us
prove that T ′ contains at least one vertex of C(U ), so T ′C \ TC = ∅. We will consider
two cases, when T ′‖U , respectively T ′#U .
First case: T ′‖U . Since T ′‖T and T ′ crosses X =TC ∪U , we have that T ′ separates
some x∈TC \ T ′ and some y∈U \ T ′. Let y′ be a neighbor of y in C(U ) (y′ exists,
because C(U ) is a full component associated to U ). We shall see that y′ ∈T ′. Indeed
if y′ ∈ T ′, since T ′ separates x and y and since y′ is adjacent to y, T ′ also separates
x and y′. By Lemma 38, x has a neighbor in S ∩ E, so both x and y′ have neighbors
in S \ T ′, contradicting Proposition 19.
Second case: T ′#U . T ′ intersects all the full components associated to U , so T ′
intersects C(U ).
We conclude that T ′ ∩C(U ) = ∅, so T ′C \ TC contains at least one vertex. Since TC
is not properly contained in T ′C , we deduce that TC \ T ′C is non-empty.
Remark 41. Since T * T ′ and T ′ * T , the piece between T and T ′ exists.
Lemma 42. Every vertex of T ′C has a neighbor in S ∩ F .
Proof. The minimal separators S and T ′ cross. Clearly C \T ′ = ∅, because |C|¿k+1
and |T ′|6 k. By Proposition 16, the set of vertices S ∪ T ′C is a block P(S; U ′) of G,
with U ′ = N (C \ T ′).
Let us show that U ′ intersects F ′. Let a be a vertex of TC \ T ′C . By Lemma 38, a
has a neighbor a′ in S ∩ E. Since a′ ∈U ′ =N (C \ T ′), it follows that U ′ intersects E,
and therefore U ′ intersects F ′ ⊃ E. F is a full component associated to T ′, diJerent
from F ′. By applying Corollary 18 to S and T ′, we obtain that T ′ ∩C is contained in
N (S ∩ F).
So, we have proved that the separators T and T ′ satisfy the conditions of Pro-
position 35.
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5.2.4. Fourth step
We want to show now that |Y |6 k. Actually, we will prove that Y is a strictly
included in a clique of H (Theorem 48). We know by Proposition 35 that Y is strictly
contained in P(T; T ′). In particular, if P(T; T ′) is a clique of H , we have that |Y |6 k.
Suppose now that P(T; T ′) is not a clique of H . It follows that there exist two
vertices x and y in P(T; T ′) which are not adjacent in H . So there is a minimal
x; y-separator Z of H , crossing P(T; T ′). We will show that either Y ⊂ P(Z; T ) or
Y ⊂ P(Z; T ′). We recursively iterate this process until P(Z; T ) or P(Z; T ′) becomes a
clique of H . Since a clique of H has at most k + 1 vertices, we will conclude that
|Y |6 k.
Remark 43. From now on, the only assumptions we need about the minimal separators
T and T ′ are:
(1) T and T ′ cross S,
(2) both TC \ T ′C and T ′C \ TC are non-empty,
(3) BC = TC ∪ T ′C .
We not only prove that BC ⊂ P(Z; T ) or BC ⊂ P(Z; T ′), we also show that Z and
T (respectively Z and T ′) satisfy the same assumptions as T and T ′ (cf. Proposition
47). Thus, we will be able to reiterate the process with Z and T (respectively Z and
T ′) instead of T and T ′.
We are going to prove that BC = Y ∩ C is contained in P(Z; T ) or in P(Z; T ′)
(Proposition 45).
Lemma 44. If Z ⊂ T , then Z separates T and T ′.
Proof. Since T and T ′ are parallel to Z , they are respectively contained in some
blocks (Z; CT ) and (Z; CT ′) associated to Z . Suppose that Z does not separate T and
T ′, so CT =C′T . Let us prove that P(T; T
′) = (T; E′)∩ (T ′; F ′) is contained in (Z; CT ),
contradicting Z crosses P(T; T ′). We have T ⊆ (Z; CT ), so it is suEcient to show that
E′ ⊆ CT . Clearly, E′ does not intersect Z ⊂ T , so E′ is contained in a connected
component of G \Z . Let y be a vertex of T ′ \T . From T ′ ⊆ (T; E′), we deduce y∈E′.
From T ′ ⊆ (Z; CT ) and y ∈ Z we deduce y∈CT . It follows that E′ ⊆ CT .
Hence, (T; E′) ⊆ (Z; CT ), contradicting the fact that Z crosses P(T; T ′) ⊆ (T; E′).
Remark 45. BC is not contained in any minimal separator of H crossing S. In partic-
ular, BC is not contained in Z .
Proof. Recall that T was chosen among the minimal separators of H crossing S such
that T ∩C is maximal by inclusion. The conclusion follows directly from the fact that
BC strictly contains TC .
Proposition 46. BC ⊆ P(T; Z) or BC ⊆ P(Z; T ′).
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Proof. According to Remark 45, there is a vertex b∈BC \ Z . Since BC = TC ∪ T ′C , we
have b∈TC or b∈T ′C . Suppose w.l.o.g. that b∈T ′C . We prove 1rst that P(Z; T ′) exists.
Since b∈T ′ \ Z , it remains to show that Z * T ′. Since Z crosses P(T; T ′), we have
Z = T ′. Suppose that Z ⊂ T ′. By Lemma 44, Z separates T and T ′. Let a∈TC \ T ′C ,
in particular a∈T \ Z . We have that Z separates a; b∈BC , contradicting the fact that
BC is a clique.
We have proved that P(Z; T ′) exists. Let us show that it contains BC . Let CT ′ be
the connected component of G \Z which intersect T ′—so P(Z; T ′)=(Z; CT ′)∩ (T ′; F ′).
We have b∈BC ∩ CT ′ . Since BC is a clique of H , Z cannot separate two vertices of
BC . Thus, BC is contained in some one-block associated to Z , so the only choice is
BC ⊆ (Z; CT ′). Moreover BC ⊆ P(T; T ′) ⊆ (T ′; F ′), so BC ⊆ P(Z; T ′).
Proposition 47. Suppose that BC ⊆ P(Z; T ′). We denote ZC = Z ∩ C. Then:
(1) Z and T ′ cross S.
(2) BC = ZC ∪ T ′C .
(3) both ZC \ T ′C and T ′C \ ZC are non-empty.
Proof. By hypothesis T ′ crosses S and Z crosses S by Lemma 34. By Lemma 33,
we have that P(Z; T ′) ∩ C = ZC ∪ T ′C . It follows that BC ⊆ ZC ∪ T ′C . Notice now that
P(T; T ′) ∩ C = BC ⊆ P(Z; T ′) ∩ C, so we have BC = ZC ∪ T ′C .
Since BC = ZC ∪ T ′C and BC is not contained in ZC or T ′C (cf. Remark 45), we
conclude that ZC \ T ′C = ∅ and T ′C \ ZC = ∅.
Theorem 48. There is a clique )=P(T1; T2) of H , such that Y =BC ∪NG(C \BC) is
strictly contained in ).
In particular, |Y |6 k.
Proof. Let us prove 1rst that there is a maximal clique )= P(T1; T2) of H such that
both T1 and T2 cross S and BC is contained in ). The assertion is clearly true if
P(T; T ′) is a clique of H . Otherwise, there is a Z ∈H crossing P(T; T ′). We have
proved that BC is contained in P(Z; T ) or in P(Z; T ′). Suppose w.l.o.g. BC ⊆ P(Z; T ′).
We already pointed out in Remark 43 that we can reiterate the process with Z; T ′
instead of T; T ′. Since P(Z; T ′) is strictly contained in P(T; T ′), we will 1nally obtain
a clique ) = P(T1; T2) containing BC and such that T1 and T2 cross S.
By Proposition 35 we have that Y is strictly contained in )=P(T1; T2). So |Y |6 |)|−
16 k.
From Proposition 35 and Theorem 48, we deduce the existence of a small separator
Y in G′, thus achieving the proof of Proposition 27.
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